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Platform Independent Integrated Environment
for Simulation and Real-Time Control Experiment
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Abstract: This paper presents the methods which make a design process of control system easy. The Real-Time control
framework makes writing Real-Time control programs easy. The framework reduces the dependency on the platform,
such as OS and hardware, by using not only C but also Java. Simulation programs are transformed into Java programs,
and that can execute platform independent simulation. The idea of the object model is used for the transformation of the
codes. Real-Time control programs are generated from simulation program automatically. Factory Method pattern is used
for automatic generation of Real-Time control programs. We develop a platform independent integrated environment for
the simulation and the Real-Time control using above methods. The integrated environment has the facility of remote
control by using distributed objects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A design process of control system is generally ex-
ecuted in order of modeling, design of controller, sim-
ulation, and control experiment. If a control plant is a
robot or an inverted pendulum etc, Real-Time control is
required and the control experiment programs should be
Real-Time programs(RT programs). The RT programs
are the programs which assure the timing of process be-
ginnig and the time limit of process end[2]. And, the
control experiment program which is an RT control pro-
gram is called an RT control program. It is hard to write
an RT control program, because special knowledge like
scheduling is needed.

An RT control program is often written by using the
library provided by the Real-Time OS(RTOS) like RT-
Linux[1] [2]. However, if an library is used it is necessary
to find the parts which should be changed from whole
of the program when control plant changes, because the
parts are dispersed at whole of the program. Also, there
is a high possibility that the miss which forget the partial
change etc. get mixed in with the program. Therefore,
the writing of an RT control program is not easy and it is
hard to execute efficiently.

A simulation program is often written by a numeri-
cal computation language which makes it easy to write
mathematical formula[3][4]. After affirmation of the re-
sults of simulation, an RT control program is newly writ-
ten by using the library for RT control programs. There-
fore, it is impossible to execute design process of control
system efficiently because individually creation of sim-
ulation program and RT control program is needed and
smoothly change from simulation to control experiment
is impossible.

To solve this problem, the methods of creation of RT
control program using the information written at the sim-
ulation are proposed. For example, RTMATX creates[5]
RT programs by edit the function written by MaTX[3].
However, this method has the two problems, one is that
edit of program by hand is needed, and other problem

is that program depends on platform. Then, the method
which automatically generates RT control program from
simulation program is also proposed. For example, Real-
Time Workshop(RTW)[6] generates RT control program
written by C language from Matlba/Simulink. Therefore,
change from simulation to control experiment is easy by
using automatic generation of RT control program from
simulation program.

A simulation is run on general OS like Windows, but
an RT control is often run on RTOS. And, the plat-
form(hardware or OS) for simulation and the platform for
experiment are often different. Then, it is necessary to de-
ploy the RT control program which is automatically gen-
erated from a simulation program on the machine which
executes control experiment. Since simulation and con-
trol experiment are executed repeatedly, it is necessary
to repeatedly change the simulation program, change the
RT control program, and deploy it on the experiment ma-
chine. Therefore, a design process of control system can-
not execute efficiently, since simulation and control ex-
periment are not executed in same platform.

To solve the problem of deployment of an RT con-
trol program, the method which uses a Web browser is
proposed[7]. In this method, automatic generation and
control experiment are able to execute by only selecting
the simulation program which is written by Simulink on
Web browser. However, operability isn’t good and in-
tegrated execution of simulation and control experiment
cannot execute because simulation and control experi-
ment are executed by another program like Simulink and
Web browser.

The purpose of this paper is to propose the methods
to efficiently execute a design process of control system
which includes control experiment. First, we propose an
RT control framework[8] which makes writing RT con-
trol programs easy. Second, we propose the separation of
platform dependent parts from programs by using a plat-
form independent language. And, we propose the auto-
matic generation of RT control program using by design



pattern[9].

2. RT CONTROL FRAMEWORK
An RT control framework provides a frame of the cre-

ation of RT control programs. It is possible to create an
RT control program by only creating the specific parts of
control system by using an RT control program frame-
work. It makes writing RT control programs easy, and
it is possible to raise the efficiency of writing RT control
programs.

2.1 Framework
A framework provides a frame of the whole soft-

ware[8]. Based on a framework, it is possible to complete
a final product efficiently by the creation where developer
corresponds to individual purposes. So, a framework is
provided as a semifinished product. And, the parts which
are changed or added by developers are called hotspots.

2.1.1 Difference between framework and library
A framework is a type of a library, but the program

which is in the library is only used. Programs which are
created by using a framework are called and used by the
framework(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Framework and Library

If a framework is used for writing an RT control
program, it is possible to create an RT control pro-
gram by only creation of the parts which is inherent
parts(hotspots) of control plant.

2.2 Architecture of the framework
The architecture of the framework which we propose

is shown in Fig. 2, and user can create an RT control
program by only creating the parts which are interpret
of commands, display of data, and Real-Time task.

3. SEPARATION OF PLATFORM
DEPENDENT PARTS

To separate the platform dependent parts of RT con-
trol programs, this paper proposes that using both the lan-
guage adapted for the platform and the platform indepen-
dent language. Platform independent parts are written by
platform independent language in this method. This pa-
per also proposes the method which transforms a simula-
tion program written by numerical computation language
to the program written by platform independent language.

Fig. 2 Architecture offramework

The object model are used when transform a simulation
program. It is possible to execute simulation and control
experiment on the same platform by these separations of
platform dependent parts.

3.1 Separation of platform dependent parts of
hotspots

An RT control program are divided into two parts. The
parts which need Real-Time processing depend on plat-
form. The other parts are independent from platform be-
cause those don’t need Real-Time processing. If all parts
are written by platform dependent language, whole of an
RT control program depend a platform.

Then, this paper proposes that developers write
hotspots which depend on platform in the language
adapted for the platform, and the other parts are writ-
ten in the platform independent language. As mentioned
above, platform dependent parts are separated by using
both platform adapted language and platform indepen-
dent laguage. The detail of parts written by platform
adapted language and platform independent language are
shown by Table 1.

Table 1 Separation of platform dependent parts

Platform dependent
pars

Platform -independent
parts

Real-Time Task Receive and interpret
data from user

Initial setting of Real-
Time Task

Display of data

3.2 Transformation of simulation program
The Simulation program written by numerical compu-

tation language are transformed into platform indepen-
dent program. It is possible to execute platform indepen-
dent simulation by transformation of simulation program.
Then, this paper proposes the transformation of simula-
tion program into platform independent program using
object model.

3.2.1 Object Model
The object model of a programming language is a set

of classes to create the objects which have same infor-
mation of a source code that was written by the language.



By creating the object model of a source code as shown in
Fig. 3, it is possible to create the object tree which has the
same meaning of the source code. It is possible to trans-
form to other languages by pursuing the created object
tree and calling the methods of creating other language
which are written at nodes.

Fig. 3 Object Model

3.2.2 Transformation of simulation program using object
model

Figure 4 shows the outline of transformation of simu-
lation program by using object model.

Fig. 4 Transform of simulation program using Object
Model

When simulation program are transformed, first the
Parser receives the source code written by numerical
computation language. The Parser construes the source
code, and creates the object tree based on the syntax. The
object tree which has the information of the source code
written by numerical computation language can be ob-
tained by the method above. Then, it is possible to gen-
erate the platform independent source code from the cre-
ated object tree. It is possible to execute platform inde-
pendent simulation by transformation of the simulation
program into platform independent program by using ob-
ject model.

4. AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF RT
PROGRAM

This paper proposes the automatic generation of an
RT program from a simulation program by using object
model and the Factory Method pattern[9]. By automatic
generation of an RT program, if a simulation program is
created, it is possible to execute simulation and control
experiment seamless.

4.1 Factory Method Pattern
The Factory Method pattern is a design pattern which

decides how to create an instance of a class is defined in
a super class, and the concrete statement for the instan-
tiation is defined in each subclass. Figure 5 shows the
class diagram of Factory Method Pattern, it defines that
Creator creates Product. And ConcreteCreator which is

a subclass of Creator creates ConcreteProduct which is
created instance. Then, the class of instantiation frame
and the class of a real instance generation are separated.

Fig. 5 Class Diagram of Factory Method Pattern

By using the Factory Method Pattern, it is possible
to switch objects which are embedded in an object tree.
If objects which generate an RT program are embedded
when an object tree is created, it is possible to generate
RT program automatically.

4.2 Automatic generation of RT program using Fac-
tory Method Pattern

Figure 6 shows the outline of automatic generation of
RT control program using Factory Method Pattern, and
Factory Method Pattern are applied where Parser creats
object model.

Creator defines the creation method of an object model
for Parser, and SimCreator creates objects which trans-
form simulation program into platform independent lan-
guage. RTCreator creates the object model which gener-
ates an RT program when an RT program is generated.
Then, transformation of simulation program and auto-
matic generation of RT program are able to execute by
using object model of same structure. It is possible to
add the kind of code generation, if a subclass of Creator
and classes which are embedded in object tree is created.

Fig. 6 Automatic generation of Real-Time contorl pro-
gram using Factory Method Pattern

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
PROPOSED METHOD

By using the proposed method, RT control program
for RT control program framework is automatically gen-
erated from numerical computation language. And, sim-
ulation and control experiment are executed at same ma-
chine by transformation of program written in numerical
computation language to platform independent language.
If only simulation program are created, it is possible to



integrate simulation and control experiment by using the
proposed method. Then, it is possible to raise the effi-
ciency of a design process of control system.

This paper implements the proposed method using the
C language and the Java language. We describe the ex-
ample of the implementation in the following.

Figure 7 shows the architecture of the developed inte-
grated environment, and RT control framework runs on
RTOS and Java VM. Hotspots of the framework are di-
vided into the parts which use the function of an RTOS
and the parts which use the function of the Java VM. It
is able to execute simulation, automatic generation of RT
control program, and control experiment by using GUI
which runs on the framework.

Fig. 7 Architectrue of Integrated Environment

5.1 RT control framework
We developed ReTiCoF(Real Time Control Frame-

work)[10] which is the implementation of the Real-Time
control framework proposed by this paper. ReTiCoF runs
on RT-Linux, and it is implemented by the C language
and the Java language.

We describe the architecture of MK-Task which is the
execution parts of Real-Time processings in ReTiCoF.
MK-Task is implemented by the C language, and use the
function of RT-Linux.

The architecture of MK-Task when used by the Java by
using JNI(Java Native Interface)[11] is shown in Fig. 8.
JNI is the function to use a native code like the C lan-
guage from the Java.

Fig. 8 Architecture of MK-Task

MK-Task consists of mk task.c which runs on User
space, and mk manager.c which runs on Kernel space.
mk task.c consists of the APIs of MK-Task, and re-
ceiver thread which receive data from Kernel space.

mk manager.c has the handler thread which runs when
a call from User space is sent, manager thread which
manages an Real-time task, and Real-Time task as
thread which has the Real-Time constraint. And MK-
TaskImpl.java has native methods which call the APIs of
MK-Task using JNI, and methods which are needed when
MK-Task is used from Java.

5.2 Separation of platform dependent parts
We use the C language for the environment adapted

language and the Java language for environment indepen-
dent laguage. We use JNI to use both the C language and
the Java language.

As an example of the transformation of simulation pro-
gram by using the object model, we implement the trans-
formation of MaTX programs to Java programs by using
matj[12]. matj is a tool which converts MATX programs
into Java programs.

5.3 Automatic generation of Real-Time Program
We apply the Factory Method pattern to matj, and it is

able to automatically generate RT control program from
simulation program written in MATX.

5.4 Advantage of using Java
The implemented integrated environment can execute

remote control using distributed objects and local and re-
mote compatible GUI is available as the advantages of
using Java.

5.4.1 Remote control using distributed objects
It is possible to automatically deploy an RT control

program by using remote processing.
The distributed object is an object which is able to call

methods through network. RMI(Remote Method Invoca-
tion)[13] is the technology which implements distributed
objects in Java.

Figure 9 shows the remote control system using Real-
Time distributed objects. The server machine is installed
RT-Linux, and can execute RT control program. Client
machines are connected to server machine via network.

Fig. 9 Remote control system using Real-Time dis-
tributed objects

The users of the integrated environment execute sim-
ulation and Real-Time control using the integrated en-



vironment on the client machine. The client machine
doesn’t need the environment which runs Real-Time pro-
gram, and it needs only the execution environment of the
Java. So, the system is independent from platform. And,
the problem of deploy is solved by sending the RT pro-
gram from integrated environment on the client machine
using RMI. Therefore, it is possible to integrate execution
of simulation and Real-Time (remote) control.

5.4.2 Local and remote compatible GUI
Local control is executed on only the server machine.

When local control is executed, the users of the integrated
environment can use same GUI which executes remote
control. Figure 10 shows the GUI which is provided by
the integrated environment. The GUI has the menu and
toolbar which are related to simulation, automatic gener-
ation of RT program, and control experiment. And it has
also the parts of display of experiment result, property of
Real-Time task, and messages for users.

Fig. 10 Start-up screen of GUI

The Proxy pattern is used for the mechanism of local
and remote compatible GUI. Figure 11 shows the class
diagram of the Proxy pattern. The Proxy pattern is the
design pattern which makes the Proxy class as the proxy
of the RealSubject class which is the real actor, and it
handles the process of the RealSubject class as much as
possible.

Fig. 11 Class Diagram of Proxy Pattern

The class diagram of Real-Time control system is
shown as Fig. 12, and the mechanism of the local and
remote compatible GUI are described below by using
it. The GUI which is shown by Fig. 10 is provided
by the RTWindow class. The RTWindow class has the
classes which provide the parts of the GUI like the View-
Panel class and the class which implements MKTask in-
terface which execute Real-Time control. If the user exe-
cutes Real-Time control on the local machine, the MK-
TaskImpl class are used. If the user executes remote

control, the RemoteMKTaskProxy class is used. Re-
moteMKtaskImpl which is on the server machine han-
dles the remote control processes. The integrated en-
vironment uses the Proxy pattern, and uses the Re-
moteMKTaskProxy class which is the Proxy instead of
RemoteMKTaskImpl which is the RealSubject. There-
fore, the GUI is local and remote compatible GUI, be-
cause the class used by local control and the class used
by remote control implements same interface.

Fig. 12 Class Diagram of Real-Time control system

6. EXPERIMENT OF SWINGING UP A
PENDULUM

To verify the availability of the method proposed by
this paper, we execute the experiment of swinging up a
pendulum[14] using developed integrated environment.

Simulation is executed by using the simulation pro-
gram written in MATX. At this time, user writes the func-
tion of differential equation and the function which has
information of controller. Figure. 13 shows the RTWin-
dow which shows the results of simulation.

Fig. 13 Execution of simulation

The automatic generation of Real-Time program is ex-
ecuted by selecting the simulation program, and inputting
the necessary information. After the above information
is inputted, the Real-Time program is generated automat-
ically. And the variable displayed on the GUI is added,
the display of the GUI is changed for a pendulum.

An experiment is executed, after the setup of the gen-
erated RT control program, the module of the experimen-
tal apparatus, the parameter of the controller. Figure 14
shows the screen of the RTWindow which is executing
a control experiment. Figure 15 shows the experiments
results of swinging up a pendulm. The sampling time of
the experiment is 5[ms]. As shown in Fig. 15, the angle of
the pendulum is close to the 0[rad] after 4 seconds of the



beginnig of the experiment, the experiment of swinging
up a pendulum become successful.

Fig. 14 Execution of control experiment
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Fig. 15 Experiment results of swinging up a pendulum

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed the methods which make a de-

sign process of control system easy. This paper proposed
the RT control framework, separation of platform depen-
dent parts, automatic generation of RT program. By us-
ing the method proposed by this paper, simulation and
Real-Time control experiment are able to integrate. We
implemented the proposed methods, and availability was
shown by the swinging up a pendulum.
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